TSA Class of 2021
Revision Guide
#itstartsnow

A suggested set of activities to maximise the impact of your revision

Dear Year 11, the Class of 2021,

We have produced this guide to help you get the most out of your revision.
We know that many of you are already revising, so we wanted to make sure
you’re revising in ways that will benefit you the most when the exams come
round.
Most subjects are a combination of knowledge and skills. We can teach you the
skills in class time, but without having deep knowledge of your subjects, it’s very
difficult to show off those skills.
Research tells us that reading over notes is not effective revision; very little
knowledge is retained this way.
To be revising successfully, you need to be actively revising – that is, turning
information into new formats, grouping, categorising, quizzing, mind-mapping
and note-taking. These strategies are all proven to work if used regularly. You
can do this any way that works for you: using a computer, on big paper with
coloured pens, using cue cards etc.
Research also tells us that revision is best chunked into short manageable tasks.
Doing ‘little and often’ is much more effective than cramming.
All of the activities suggested in this booklet are effective ways to revise. Talk to
your teachers and tutor about the revision you are doing and ask them if you
need any further support.
Remember you can access practice questions and more revision materials on
the Showbie Revision Hub
Good luck with your revision!

Your TSA teachers.
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Where to find revision materials
1. Knowledge organisers contain the basic knowledge you need for each text. This is an
important starting point for your revision.
2. Revision Guides/cards: you may have bought these from school. If you haven’t, we
recommend either CGP or York Notes guides. You can get these cheaply on Amazon.
3. Showbie Revision hub: practice question banks and model answers
4. Your exercise books: essays, handouts, worksheets, quote banks, context notes.
5. Youtube tutorials: E.g. Mr Bruff, CourseHero etc.
6. BBC Bitesize: Useful revision materials and little quizzes.
7. Sparknotes – type in what you want eg ‘Sparknotes character analysis Romeo’
8. AQA Or Edexcel website: past papers, mark schemes, example answers (link below)

Showbie

Mr Bruff playlists

AQA past paper
search
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Staying healthy during revision and exam preparation
Find a balance
The most important thing is to use your time wisely, and find a balance between revising
and spending time doing the things you enjoy. Constantly revising without a break can
make you feel emotionally and physically drained, so it’s crucial that you take time to step
back and do something that you enjoy.
Stay in touch with friends
Another thing that helps your mental health whilst revising is staying in regular contact with
friends. Try using FaceTime/Zoom/Microsoft Teams to plan in group revision.
Be organised
Try creating a plan of what you need to do, or put each subject in order of what you need
to revise first, to eliminate some of the stress that can cloud your mind. Being organised
can help you approach your revision in a manageable way, and helps if you find yourself
crumbling under stress.
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind
It is really important to look after yourself whilst revising and preparing for exams. Ensure
you are eating regularly and healthily, drinking plenty of water, getting fresh air and lots of
sleep.
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1. Self-quizzing through flashcards
Revision cards are among the most popular revision resources. The idea is that you summarise some
information on a single notecard. You can make your own online at www.getrevising.com.
You should self-test regularly in small chunks. This is the most effective way to make learning stick!
Five things to do with revision cards:
Write questions on one side and
answers on the other then test
yourself or ask someone else to test
you

Write key names or terms on one
side and a summary of what they
wrote or the definition on the other
side.

Write the advantages of something
on one side and the
disadvantages/opposites/criticisms
on the other

Write about something in
reasonable detail on one side then
use the other to summarise key
points as a short list (approx. 5)

Write a key date/quotation/equation/definition on one side of the card and then a
detailed explanation on the other. Mix up your self-quizzing by sometimes starting with
the quotation and sometimes looking at the explanation.

Look/cover/write/check:
•
•
•
•

LOOK at your notes. Read the information on the section you’ve chosen.
COVER the information
WRITE down what you remember!
CHECK what you’ve written – did you miss anything out? Correct anything that’s wrong and add
anything you missed.

Quizzing
Create a 20 question quiz on the information you’ve learned during a revision session. On the back of the
sheet, write down the answers. Go back to the quiz the next day and test yourself. Now leave a gap of a
week and test yourself again. What did you remember? What did you forget? Create a new ‘master quiz’
each week with the questions from each topic that you forgot.
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2. Ordering and sequencing with post-it notes
1. Using post-it notes or pieces of paper, write down facts/quotations/key facts related
to a topic
2. Now move them around and order them chronologically
3. Then try reordering them into other categories like importance, impact etc.
4. Make links or connections between them in different colour pens for different
categories.
5. Save paper by turning them into flashcards-add more detail to the back!
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3. Bullet points and reducing text:
For each topic:
• Sum it up in a sentence- less than 20 words!
• What is the most important part and why?
• Break down complex information into bullet points. Then break it down further
by highlighting the most important word in each line.
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4. Mind Maps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write down whatever you can remember first
Then use the knowledge organiser to add ideas
Look/cover/write/check!
Finally add some further notes by watching online videos/using your revision
guide/exercise book
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5. Vocabulary and key terminology tasks
Make vocabulary banks for each key topic….
1. Look it up and write down a definition for the word
2. Think of a synonym for that word (other words that mean the same thing)
3. Write the word in a sentence about the text.

Other vocabulary tasks
• Match up each key word with a theme or character in the play.
• Pair or group the key words into categories that make sense to you.
• Write a practice answer/practice introduction and highlight each key word you’ve
used.
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6. Make better notes using the Cornell method
Revision videos are a great way to revise, but you need to do more than just watch them.
It’s important you make notes and then test yourself on those notes. You can also use this
method to summarise important pages in revision guides or when you’re looking through
class notes.
The Cornell Method is as follows:
Divide a piece of paper up as per below. Use the main ‘Notes’ section to make short notes
whilst you watch the video. Write down the things you think are most important; be
selective.
When you’ve finished watching, summarise what you’ve watched by bullet-pointing three
key ideas from the video.
Now you need to fill in the final section: revision questions. Write yourself five questions
that will test what you learnt in the video.

Main notes
section.
Questions
section. Fill this
in last.

Summarise
your learning
here.
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7. Answering Practice Questions
This is the most useful revision you can do, as it prepares you for the real thing. You can
choose to write full answers, part answers or just plans. All are useful.
Access practice questions via the Showbie Revision Hub.

Self-assess your practice answers
Use mark schemes and success criteria to self-assess your answers.
When you’ve finished, look back at your knowledge organiser, notes or
book and think about what else could you have included that you
didn’t? Has writing an answer revealed any gaps in your knowledge
you need to work on
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8. Using modelled and exemplar answers
Another really useful revision activity is to look at other students’ responses to past
questions. Make sure you actively engage your brain by transforming the answer into
something else:

•
•
•
•

Deconstruct the answer and turn it into a plan or a mind map
Create a vocabulary bank from the students’ answers
Annotate the response showing how it achieved the marks it did
Choose one answer/paragraph to rewrite and improve
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9. Using illustrations and diagrams
A great way to revise is to turn information into illustrations or diagrams. Diagrams help
learning because they force you to transform information rather than just copying it. It
makes your brain look at the information from a different angle which in turn helps you
remember it.
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10. Revision clocks
Revision clocks are an excellent way of dedicating an hour to a subject or topic. Quite
simply, each 5-minute section has a specific focus where you ‘brain dump’ all you know into
that segment. Mix it up by adding images, diagrams, quotations etc. If there’s a section that
you struggle with, that should be your priority for further revision.
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Getting organised: Revision topic lists
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Getting organised: manage your time with a revision timetable

Download me online
or see an example on
the Showbie Revision
Hub
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